
ʻI HAVE A

DREAMʼ

Describe how the events of Project C in
Birmingham led eventually to the Civil Rights Act
of 1964.
Explain why support from President Kennedy and
federal authority was so important to the civil
rights movement.



The link between the Birmingham campaign
and the march on Washington

1. MLKʼs reputation increased after Birmingham campaign –
world wide renown and seen as the leader of the civil rights
movement

2. President John F. Kennedy had promised that the US federal
government would give civil rights to all black Americans

But ALL the protests you have learned about so far in the 1960s –
the sit-ins, Freedom Rides, and demonstrations at
Birmingham – increased pressure on Kenney to do something
about it.

https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=mUV
etFq2nok



BUT how could pressure be kept on Kennedy to keep
his promise?

It would not be easy
to get a new law
passed – there
would be a lot of
opposition.

The time seemed
right to have  a civil
rights march on
Washington
demanding jobs and
freedom



The March on Washington for Jobs and
Freedom: 28th August 1963

Over
200,000
people –
black and
white – took
part

They
marched on
the Lincoln
Memorial

President
Lincoln had
freed the
slaves 100
years earlier



The March on Washington

I have a dream that
even the state of

Mississippi will one day
be transformed …

When we allow Freedom
to ring from every town
and every hamlet… we
will speed up the day

when all Godʼs children
will be able to join hands

and sing ʻFree at last!
Free at last! Great God

Almighty we are
Free at last!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smEqnnklfYs



The main reason for the march on
Washington was to gain publicity:
which it did – four national
television channels broadcast it
live

The speech that Martin Luther
King Jr gave is one of the most
famous of the 20th century

BUT in November 1963 President
Kennedy was assassinated and it
looked as if this might be  a huge
setback.

However, the new president,
Lyndon Johnston made sure the
Civil Rights Act became law in
1964, despite southern politicians
fighting against it.



Was the the 1964 Civil Rights Act
important?

YES
•A big move towards black
Americans achieving civil rights
•Discrimination and segregation
based on skin colour or race was
now illegal
•Discrimination on the basis of
race in public places in the USA
was banned
•The workplace: it was now illegal
for businesses of over 25
employees to discriminate
against anyone on basis of race,
gender, religion or national origin

NO
•Did nothing to solve
discrimination in housing or to
give black people a fair and
free vote
•Impossible to change hearts
and minds
•The KKK (often helped by the
police) still used fear and terror
against any black person who
tried to use the new freedoms



Activities
Complete activity one on page 78 in your
jotter.
Then try activity three with your table partner
and swop.
Finally, try the National 5 question on page
79 – it forces you to THINK!



Assessment
• The 1964 Civil Rights Act made racial discrimination in all

public places in the United States of America illegal.  This
included restaurants, shops, movie theatres, gas stations,
hotels and sports arenas.  The 1964 Civil Rights Act also
reinforced the desegregation of public schools.  Segregation
in museums, libraries and hospitals was also forbidden.

• It also required employers to provide equal employment
opportunities, regardless of race, national origin, religion or
gender.

• The Justice Department was allowed to take any state
government, which still discriminated against black people, to
court.

2. Identify from the information above how the 1964 Civil
Rights Act led to an improvement in the lives of black Americans.

You should identify at least three reasons from the information
above, which should be written in your own words.



3. Add your own knowledge to explain at
least two reasons why the 1964 Civil
Rights Act did not lead to an
improvement in the lives of black
Americans.



• 4. You should reach an overall conclusion
which explains your view of the impact of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act.  Explain why you
have reached this conclusion.

• You should mention at least one reason,
which you have not previously mentioned
in Questions 2 and 3.


